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1 Power electronics 

Lecture  No. 1  

INTRODUCTION TO POWER ELECTRONICS 

Definition 

• Power electronics refers to control and conversion of electrical power  by power semiconductor devices wherein these devices operate 

as  switches. 

• Advent of silicon-controlled rectifiers, abbreviated as SCRs, led to the  development of a new area of application called the power 

electronics. 
• Prior to the introduction of SCRs, mercury-arc rectifiers were used for 

controlling electrical power, but such rectifier circuits were part of  industrial electronics and the scope for applications of mercury-arc  

rectifiers was limited. 

• Once the SCRs were available, the application area spread too many  fields such as drives, power supplies, aviation electronics & high  

frequency inverters. 

 
 

Main Task of Power Electronics 

• Power electronics has applications that span the whole field of electrical  power systems, with the power range of these applications 

extending  from a few VA/Watts to several MVA / MW. 

• The main task of power electronics is to control and convert electrical  power from one form to another. 
• The four main forms of conversion are: 

→ Rectification referring to conversion of AC voltage to DC voltage, 

→ DC-to-AC conversion, 

→ DC-to DC conversion, 

→ AC-to-AC conversion 

 

• "Electronic power converter" is the term that is used to refer to a power  electronic circuit that converts voltage and current from one 

form to  another. 
These converters can be classified as: 

→ Rectifier converting an ac voltage to a dc voltage, 

→ Inverter converting a dc voltage to an ac voltage, 

→ Chopper or a switch-mode power supply that converts a dc voltage to  another dc voltage, and 

→ Cycloconverter converts an ac voltage to another ac voltage. 
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Rectification 

• Rectifiers can be classified as uncontrolled and controlled rectifiers,  and the controlled rectifiers can be further divided into semi-controlled  and fully 

controlled rectifiers. 

 

• Uncontrolled rectifier circuits are built with diodes, and fully controlled  rectifier circuits are built with SCRs. Both diodes and SCRs are used in  semi-

controlled rectifier circuits. 

 

• There are several rectifier configurations. The popular rectifier  configurations are listed below. 

→ Single-phase half wave rectifier, 

→ Single-phase full wave rectifier, 

→ Single-phase half wave controlled rectifier, 

→ Single-phase semi-controlled full wave rectifier, 

→ Single-phase fully controlled full wave rectifier, 

→ Three-phase half wave rectifier, 

→ Three-phase bridge rectifier, 

→ Three-phase half wave controlled rectifier, 

→ Three-phase semi-controlled bridge rectifier 

→ Three-phase fully controlled bridge rectifier 

 

•Power rating of a single-phase rectifier tends to be lower than 10 kW.  Three-phase bridge rectifiers are used for delivering higher power output,  up to 500 

kW at 500 V dc or even more. 

• There are many applications for rectifiers. Some of them are: 

→ Variable speed dc drives, 

→ Battery chargers, 

→ DC power supplies and Power supply for a specific application like  electroplating 

 

DC-to-AC Conversion 

• The converter that changes a dc voltage to an alternating voltage is  called an inverter. 

• Earlier inverters were built with SCRs. 

• Since the circuitry required turning the SCR off tends to be complex,  other power semiconductor devices such as bipolar junction transistors,  power 

MOSFETs, insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBT) and MOS-  controlled thyristors (MCTs) are used nowadays. 

 

• Some of the applications of an inverter are listed below: 

→ Emergency lighting systems, 

→ AC variable speed drives, 
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→ Uninterrupted power supplies, 

→ Frequency converters 

 

DC-to-DC Conversion 

• A SCR, power BJT or a power MOSFET is normally used in such a  converter and this converter is called a switch-

mode power supply. 

• A switch-mode power supply can be of one of the types listed below: 

→ Step-down switch-mode power supply, 

→ Step-up switch-mode power supply, 

→ Fly-back converter, 

→ Resonant converter 

• The typical applications for a switch-mode power supply or a chopper  are: 
→ DC drive 

→ Battery charger 

→ DC power supply 

 

AC-to-AC Conversion 

•A cycloconverter converts an ac voltage, such as the mains supply, to  another ac voltage. 

• The amplitude and the frequency of input voltage to a cycloconverter  tend to be fixed values, whereas both the 

amplitude and the frequency  of output voltage of a cycloconverter tend to be variable. 

• A typical application of a cycloconverter is to use it for controlling the  speed of AC traction motor and most of these 

cycloconverters have a  high power output, of the order a few megawatts and SCRs are used in these circuits. 
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Power electronic devices (part I) 

1. The power diode 
 

Diode Approximations 

i. The Ideal Model 

• Think it as switch 
• When forward biased, act as a closed (ON) switch 

• When reverse biased, act as open (off) switch 

VF 

IF 

VR 

IR 

Ideal Characteristic curve (blue) for Ideal model 
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• This model neglects the effect of the barrier potential, the internal  resistance, and other parameters. 
 

ii. The Barrier Potential Model 

• The forward biased diode is represented as a closed switch in series with  a small ‘battery’ equal to the 

barrier potential VB (0.7 V for Si and 0.3  V for Ge) 

• The positive end of the equivalent battery is toward the anode. 

• This barrier potential cannot be measured by using a multimeter, but it  has the effect of a battery when 

forward bias is applied. 

• The reverse biased diode is represented by an open switch, because  barrier potential does not affect 

reverse bias. 

The Complete Diode Model 

•More accurate 

•The forward biased diode model with both the barrier potential and low forward  (bulk) resistance ( r’d ) 
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(c) : Characteristic curve (silicon) 

Diode Characteristics 

• A power diode is a two terminal pn – junction device. 

• The magnitude of this voltage drop depends on: 

a) on the manufacturing process 
b) junction temperature 

 

• When the cathode potential is positive with respect to the anode: 

 The diode is said to be reverse biased 

 A small reverse current (also known as leakage current) in the range of  micro or miliampere, flows 

through it. 

 It increases slowly in magnitude with the reverse voltage until the  avalanche or zener voltage is reached. 

 

• The v – I characteristics shown above can be expressed by an equation  known as ‘Schockley diode 

equation’ and it is given under dc steady  state operation by: 

 

• Where: 

ID = Current through the diode, A 

VD = Diode voltage (forward voltage) 

IS = Leakage current (or reverse saturation).  n = emission coefficient 

VT = Thermal Voltage 
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q = electron charge : 1.6022 x 10-19 C  T = absolute temperature in 

Klevin 

k = Boltzman’s constant : 1.3806 x 10-23 J / K 
 

• The diode characteristics can be divided into three region: 

1. Forward – biased region, where VD > 0 

2. Reverse – biased region, where VD < 0 

3. Breakdown region, where VD < -VBR 
 

Forward – biased region 

• VD > 0 

• Diode current ID very small if VD is less than a specific value VT  (0.7V) 

• Diode conducts fully if VD is higher than this value VT, which is  referred to as the threshold voltage or 
the turn-on voltage 

• The threshold voltage is a voltage at which the diode conducts fully. 

 

Reverse – biased region 

• VD < 0 

• If VD is negative and |VD| >> VT, which occurs for VD < -0.1, the  exponential term in Schockley 

equation becomes negligibly small  compared to unity and the diode current ID becomes: 

Breakdown region 

• Reverse voltage is high. 

• Magnitude of reverse voltage exceeds a specified voltage known as the  breakdown voltage, VBR 
• IR increases rapidly with a small change in reverse voltage beyond 

VBR. 

• The operation in this region will not be destructive provided that the  power dissipation is within a ‘safe level’ that 

is specified in the  manufacture’s data sheet. 

• But it has to limit IR in order to limit the power dissipation within a  permissible value 

Home work : 

The forward voltage drop of a power diode is VD = 1.2 V at ID = 300 

A. Assuming that n = 2 and VT = 25.7 mV, find the reverse saturation  current IS. 
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Lecture  No. 2  

Reverse Recovery 

• An important dynamic characteristic of a non-ideal diode is reverse  recovery current 
• When a diode turns off, the current in it decreases and momentarily 

becomes negative before becoming zero as shown in figure below. 

• The diode continues to conduct due to minority carries that remain  stored in the pn-junction. 
• The minority carriers require a certain time (trr) to recombine with  opposite charges and to be 

neutralized. 

 

• Effects of reverse recovery: 

1. Switching losses increase – especially in  high frequency applications, 
2. Voltage rating increase, 

3. Over voltage (spikes) in inductive loads. 

Reverse Recovery Characteristics 

• Figure shows two reverse recovery characteristics of junction diodes. 
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• The reverse recovery time is denoted as trr and is measured from the  initial zero crossing of the diode 

current to 25% of maximum (peak)  reverse current, IRR. 

• trr consists of two components, ta and tb . 

• ta is due to charge storage in the depletion region of the junction and  represents the time between the 

zero crossing and the peak reverse  current, IRR. 
• tb is due to charge stored in the bulk semiconductor material. 

• The ratio tb / ta is known as softness factor, SF. 

• For practical purposes, need to be concerned with the total recovery  time trr and the peak value of the 

reverse current IRR. 

• The peak reverse current can be expressed in reverse di/dt as: 

• trr is dependent on the junction temperature, rate of fall of forward  current, and the forward current 
prior to commutation. 

• Reverse recovery charge, QRR, is amount of charge carriers that flow  across the diode in the reverse 

direction due to changeover from 
forward conduction to reverse blocking condition. 

• QRR value is determined from the area enclosed by the path of the  reverse recovery current. 

• The storage charge, which is the area enclosed by the path of the  recovery current, is approximately: 

Or; 

Then; 

If tb is negligible as compared to ta , which usually the case, trr ≈ ta , then; 
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And 

• The storage charge is dependent on the forward diode current, IF. 

• The peak reverse recovery current IRR, reverse charge QRR, and the  softness factor SF are very 

important parameters for circuit design and  are normally included in the diodes specification sheets. 

• A diode which is in a reverse-biased, then been forward-biased again. It  also requires a certain time 

known as forward recovery (turn-on) time 

before all the majority carriers over the whole junction can contribute to  the current flow. 
• If the rate of rise of the forward current is high and the forward current 

is concentrated to a small area of the junction, the diode will fail. 

 

Home Work: 

The reverse recovery time of a diode is trr = 3 μs and the rate of fall of 

the diode current is di/dt = 30 A/μs. Determine: 
(a) The storage charge QRR 

(b) The peak reverse current IRR 

EXAMPLE (1): The manufacturer of a selected diode gives the rate of  fall of the diode current di/dt 

= 20A/μs, and a reverse recovery time of  trr=5 s. What value of peak reverse current do you expect? 

SOLUTION: The peak reverse current is given as: 
The storage charge QRR calculated as: 

2 dt 
QRR  

1 di 
t rr 

2 
= 
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2. Thyristor (SCR) 

2.1 Introduction 

Thyristors are usually three-terminal devices with four layers of  alternating p- and n-type material 

(i.e. three p-n junctions) in their main  power handling section. The control terminal of the thyristor, 

called the  gate (G) electrode, may be connected to an integrated and complex  structure as part of the 

device. The other two terminals, anode (A) and  cathode (K), handle the large applied potentials and 

conduct the major  current through the thyristor. The anode and cathode terminals are  connected in series 

with the load to which power is to be controlled. 

2. Basic Structure and Operation 

Figure below shows a conceptual view of a typical thyristor with the  three p-n junctions and the 

external electrodes labeled. Also shown in the  figure the thyristor circuit symbol used in electrical 

schematics. 
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The operation of thyristors is as follows. When a positive voltage is  applied to the anode (with respect 

to a cathode), the thyristor is in its  forward-blocking state. The center junction J2 (see Figure above) is  

reverse-biased. In this operating mode, the gate current is held to zero  (open-circuit). In this condition 

only thermally generated leakage current  flows through the device and can often be approximate as zero 

in value.  When a positive gate current is injected into the device J3 becomes  forward-biased and 

electrons are injected from the n-emitter into the p-  base. The thyristor is latched in its on state (forward-

conduction). 

This switching behavior can also be explained in terms of the two-  transistor analog shown in Figure 

below. The two transistors are  regenerative coupled so that if the sum of their forward current gains 

(’s) exceeds unity, each drives the other into saturation. The forward  current gain (expressed as the ratio 

of collector current to emitter current)  of the pnp transistor is denoted by p, and that of the npn as n. 

The ’s  are current dependent and increase slightly as the current increases. The  center junction J2 is 

reverse-biased under forward applied voltage  (positive VAK). 

When Gate current increases the current in both transistors are  increased. Collector current in the npn 

transistor acts as base current for  the pnp, and analogously, the collector current of the pnp acts as base  

current driving the npn transistor. The thyristor switches to its on-state  (latches). This condition can also 

be reached, without any gate current, by  increasing the forward applied voltage so that the internal 

leakage current  increased. 

Current-Voltage Curves for Thyristors 

A plot of the anode current (iA) as a function of anode cathode voltage  (VAK) is shown in Figure 

below. The forward blocking mode is shown as  the low-current portion of the graph (solid curve around 

operating point  "1"). With zero gate current and positive VAK the forward characteristic in 
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the "off state" or "blocking-state" is determined by the center junction J2,  which is reverse-biased. At 

operating point "1", very little current flows  (Ico only) through the device. However, if the applied voltage 

exceeds the  forward-blocking voltage, the thyristor switches to its "on-state" or  "conducting-state" 

(shown as operating point "2") because of carrier  multiplication. The effect of gate current is to lower the 

blocking voltage  at which switching takes place. 

The thyristor moves rapidly along the negatively sloped portion of the  curve until it reaches a stable 

operating point determined by the external  circuit (point ‘‘2"). The portion of the graph indicating 

forward  conduction shows the large values of iA that may be conducted at  relatively low values of VAK , 

similar to a power diode. 
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av 

Lecture  No. 3  

 
AC-DC converter (Rectifiers) 

 
Introduction 

Certain terms will be frequently used in this lesson and subsequent  lessons while characterizing 

different types of rectifiers. Such commonly  used terms are defined in this section. 

Let “f(t)” be the instantaneous value of any voltage or current 

associated with a rectifier circuit, then the following terms, characterizing  the properties of “f(t)”, can be 

defined. 
Peak value of f(t) : As the name suggests fmax. 

Average (DC) value of f(t) is (F ) : Assuming f(t) to be periodic over 

RMS 
RMS (effective) value of f(t)  is (F ) : For f(t) , periodic over the time 

the time period T, 

Form factor of f(t) is (fFF ) : Form factor of ‘f(t) ‘ is defined as: 

Ripple factor of f(t) is (fRF) : Ripple factor of f is defined as: 
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Ripple factor can be used as a measure of the deviation of the output  voltage and current of a rectifier 

from ideal dc. 

Peak to peak ripple of f(t) is fpp: By definition 

Single-Phase Diode Rectifiers 
There are two types of single-phase diode rectifier that convert a single-  phase ac supply into a dc 

voltage, namely, single-phase half-wave  rectifiers and single-phase full-wave rectifiers.. For the sake of 

simplicity  the diodes are considered to be ideal, that is, they have zero forward  voltage drop and reverse 

recovery time. This assumption is generally  valid for the case of diode rectifiers that use the mains, a 

low-frequency  source, as the input, and when the forward voltage drop is small  compared with the peak 

voltage of the mains. 

 

Single-Phase Half-Wave Rectifiers( R-Load) 

The simplest single-phase diode rectifier is the single-phase half-  wave rectifier. A single-phase 

half-wave rectifier with resistive load is  shown in Figure below. The circuit consists of only one diode 

that is  usually fed with a transformer secondary as shown. During the positive  half-cycle of the 

transformer secondary voltage, diode D conducts.  During the negative half-cycle, diode D stops 

conducting. Assuming that  the transformer has zero internal impedance and provides perfect  sinusoidal 

voltage on its secondary winding, the voltage and current  waveforms of resistive load R and the voltage 

waveform of diode D are  shown in Figure below. 

→It is clear that the peak inverse voltage (PIV) of diode D is equal to Vm. 

→Hence the Peak Repetitive Reverse Voltage (VRRM) rating of diode D  must be chosen to be higher than 

Vm to avoid reverse breakdown. 

→ The Peak Repetitive Forward Current (IFRM) rating of diode D must be  chosen to be higher than the 

peak load current Vm/R. 

 
The average value of the load voltage vL is Vdc and it is defined as: 

That load voltage VL(t)=0, for the negative half-cycle. Note that the  angular frequency of the 

source ω=2π/T. Then: 
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Therefore, 
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The root-mean-square (rms) value of load voltage vL is VL, which is  defined as: 

In the case of a half-wave rectifier, VL(t)=0 for the negative half-cycle,  therefore, 

Or; 

The average value of load current iL is Idc and because load R is purely  resistive it can be found as: 

 
 

The root-mean-square (rms) value of load current iL is IL and it can be  found as: 

In the case of a half-wave rectifier,  And 

 

 
→The rectification ratio, which is a figure of merit for comparing the  effectiveness of rectification, is 

defined as: 

Pdc   
VdcIdc 

PL VLIL 

In the case of a half-wave diode rectifier, the rectification ratio can be  determined by: 

→The form factor (FF) is defined as the ratio of the root-mean square  value of a voltage or current 
to its average value, 
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→The ripple factor (RF), which is a measure of the ripple content, is  defined as: 

 

 
Where Vac is the effective (rms) value of the ac component of load  voltage VL, 
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Lecture  No. 4  
Single Phase Half-Wave Rectifier (RL- Load) 

The half wave rectifier with an inductive load (RL) is shown in figure  below. 

During the interval 0 to π/2 

The source voltage Vs increases from zero to its positive maximum,  while the voltage across the 

inductor VL opposes the change of current  through the load. It must be noted that the current through an 

inductor  cannot change instantaneously; hence, the current gradually increases  until it reaches its 

maximum value. The current does not reach its peak  when the voltage is at its maximum, which is 

consistent with the fact that  the current through an inductor lags the voltage across it. During this 

Without freewheeling diode 
With freewheeling diode 
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time, energy is transferred from the ac source and is stored in the  magnetic field of the inductor. 
For the interval π/2 and π 

The source voltage decreases from its positive maximum to zero. The  induced voltage in the inductor 

reverses polarity and opposes the  associated decrease in current, thereby aiding the diode forward 

current.  Therefore, the current starts decreasing gradually at a delayed time,  becoming zero when all the 

energy stored by then inductor is released to  the circuit. Again, this is consistent with the fact that current 

lags voltage  in an inductive circuit. Hence, even after the source voltage has dropped  past zero volts, 

there is still load current, which exists a little more than  half a cycle. 

 

For the interval greater than π 

At π, the source voltage reverses and starts to increase to its negative  maximum. However, the voltage 

induced across the inductor is still  positive and will sustain forward conduction of the diode until this  

induced voltage decreases to zero. When this induced voltage falls to  zero, the diode will now be 

reversed biased, but would have conducted  forward current for an angle , where  =  + .  is the 

extended angle  of current conduction due to the energy stored in the magnetic field being  returned to the 

source. 

The instantaneous supply voltage Vs is given by: 
 

Vs =VR + VL 

For angles, less than t2 the inductor is storing energy in its magnetic  field from the source and the 

inductor voltage would be such as to oppose  the growth of current and the supply voltage. For angles 

greater than t2  the inductor voltage would have reversed and would aid the supply  voltage to prevent 

the fall of current. Hence, the average inductor voltage  is zero. 

 
From the preceding discussion 

-For 0 ≤ ωt ≤ β 
D v = 0 

vo = vi  io = ii 

For β ≤ ωt ≤ 2π 
vo = 0 
io = ii = 0 

vD = vi – vo = vi 
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2Vi Where, Vm  

The rms output voltage is given by: 

All these quantities are functions of β which can be found as follows. 

-For 0 ≤ ωt ≤ β 

The solution is given by: 

The average output voltage is given by: 

Vdc 

FF 

RF   FF 2    1  
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Where; 

The addition of a freewheeling diode 

The average dc voltage varies proportionately to [1 - cos()]. This can  be made to be a maximum, 

thereby increasing the average dc voltage, by  making cos() a maximum. The maximum value that this 

can take is  given by cos( + ) = 1, which can be obtained if  = 0. We can make 

 = 0 with the addition of a freewheeling diode given by Dm as shown  with the dotted line. 
When the supply voltage goes to zero, the current from D1 is transferred  across to diode Dm. This is 

called commutation of diodes. The result is  the charge in the inductor will be used to keep diode Dm 

on, instead of 

previously forcing D1 to remain in its forward state. This would reduce 

the value of the extended angle of conduction of the diode D1,  to zero. 

We can see that if the value of the inductance is high, it will store more  charge and therefore be able to 

keep diode Dm on for a longer time. 
Then the inductor would be able to keep diode Dm on for the entire  duration of the negative half cycle, 

and by so doing, maintain a  continuous load current. 

 

Home work: Consider the circuit shown  with: 
i) Purely resistive load. 

ii) Resistive-inductive load. 

Then determine the following factors: 

a. The efficiency 

b. The ripple factor 

c. The peak inverse voltage (PIV) of  diode D1 

d. Form factor 

R=110, L=100mH, Vs=30V 
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Lecture  No. 5  

High Voltage Series Connected Diodes 

• In many high voltage applications, one commercially diode cannot meat  the required voltage rating 
• Because of this reason, diodes are connected in series to increase the  reverse blocking capabilities. 

• VD1 and VD2 are the sharing reverse voltages of diodes D1 and D2. 

• In practice, the v-i characteristics for the same type of diodes differ due  to tolerances in their production 

process. 

• Refer to the figure above, for reverse blocking conditions, each diode  has to carry the same leakage 

current. And as a result, the blocking  voltage will be different. 

• The solution is to force equal voltage sharing by connecting a resistor  across each diode as shown in 

figure below. 
• This will make the leakage current of each diode would be different 

because the total leakage current must be shared by a diode and its  resistor. 
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Howe work: 

Two diodes are connected in series, shown in figure above to share a total  dc reverse voltage of VD = 

5kV. The reverse leakage currents of the two  diodes are IS1=30mA and IS2=35mA. 
a) Find the diode voltages if the voltage sharing resistance are equal, 

R1=R2=R=100kΩ. 

b) Find the voltage sharing resistances R1 and R2 if the diode voltages  are equal, VD1=VD2=0.5VD 

 

Voltage Multiplier 

Voltage multipliers may also be used as primary power supplies where  a 177 volt-ac input is rectified 

to pulsating dc. This dc output voltage may  be increased (through use of a voltage multiplier) to as much 

as 1000  volts dc. This voltage is generally used as the plate or screen grid voltage  for electron tubes. 

Voltage multipliers may be classified as voltage doublers, triplers, or 

quadruplers. The classification depends on the ratio of the output voltage  to  the input voltage. For  

example, a voltage multiplier  that increases  the 
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peak input voltage twice is called a voltage doubler. Voltage multipliers  increase voltages through the use 

of series-aiding voltage sources. 
 

Half wave voltage multiplier 

Figure below shows the schematic for a half-wave voltage doubler.  Notice the similarities between 

this schematic and those of half-wave  voltage rectifiers. In fact, the doubler shown is made up of two 

half-wave  voltage rectifiers. C1 and D1 make up one half-wave rectifier, and C2 and  D2 make up the other. 

The schematic of the first half-wave rectifier is  indicated by the dark lines in figure below. The dotted 

lines and  associated components represent the other half-wave rectifier and load  resistor. 

Notice that C1 and D1 work exactly like a half-wave rectifier. During the  positive alternation of the input 

cycle, the polarity across the secondary  winding of the transformer is make the top of the secondary is 

negative.  At this time D1 is forward biased (cathode negative in respect to the  anode). This forward bias 

causes D1 to function like a closed switch and  allows current to follow the path indicated by the arrows. 

At this time, C1  charges to the peak value of the input voltage. 

During the period when the input cycle is negative, the polarity across the  secondary of the transformer 

is reversed. Note specifically that the top of  the secondary winding is now positive. This condition now 

forward  biases D2 and reverse biases D1. A series circuit now exists consisting of 
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C1, D2, C2, and the secondary of the transformer. The secondary voltage  of the transformer now aids 

the voltage on C1. This results in a pulsating  dc voltage with 2Vm, as shown by the waveform. The 

effect of series  aiding is comparable to the connection of two batteries in series. As  shown in figure C2 

charges to the sum of these voltages. 
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Lecture  No. 

Cascade Voltage Multiplier 
To demonstrate the principle only, an n-stage single-phase cascade  circuit of the ‘Cockcroft–Walton 

type’, shown in figure below, will be  presented. 
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HV output open-circuited: I = 0. The portion (0 -n' -V(t)) is a half-wave  rectifier circuit in which C'n 

charges up to a voltage of +Vmax if V(t) has  reached the lowest potential, -Vmax. If Cn is still uncharged, 

the rectifier  Dn conducts as soon as V(t) increases. As the potential of point n' swings  up to +V2max during 

the period T = 1/f, point n attains further on a steady  potential of +2Vmax if V(t) has reached the highest 

potential of +Vmax. The  part (n' - n – 0) is therefore a half-wave rectifier, in which the voltage  across D'n 

can be assumed to be the a.c. voltage source. 

The current through Dn that charged the capacitor Cn was not provided by  D'n, but from V(t) and C'n. We 

can assume that the voltage across Cn is  not reduced if the potential n' oscillates between zero and 

+2Vmax. If the  potential of n', however, is zero, the capacitor C'n-1 is also charged to the 
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potential of n, i.e. to a voltage of +2Vmax. The next voltage oscillation of  V(t) from -Vmax to +Vmax 

will force the diode Dn-1 to conduct, so that  also Cn-1 will be charged to a voltage of +2Vmax. 

 

The steady state potentials at all nodes of the circuit are sketched for  the circuit for zero load 

conditions. From this it can be seen, that: 

1 The potentials at the nodes (1', 2' . . . n') are oscillating due to the  voltage oscillation of V(t); 
2 The potentials at the nodes (1, 2 . . . n) remain constant with reference 

to ground potential; 

3 The voltages across all capacitors are of d.c. type, the magnitude of  which is 2Vmax across each 

capacitor stage, except the capacitor C'n  which is stressed with Vmax only; 

4 Every rectifier D1, D'1 . . . Dn, D'n is stressed with 2Vmax or twice a.c.  peak voltage; and 

5 The HV output will reach a maximum voltage of 2nVmax. 

 

H.V. output loaded: I > 0. If the generator supplies any load current I, the  output voltage will never reach 

the value 2nVmax.There will also be a  ripple on the voltage, and therefore we have to deal with two 

quantities:  the voltage drop Vo and the peak-to-peak ripple 2V. The sketch in  figure below shows the 

shape of the output voltage and the definitions of 

Vo and 2V. 
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Thus in a cascade multiplier the lowest capacitors are responsible for  most ripple and it would be 

desirable to increase the capacitance in the  lower stages. This is, however, very inconvenient for H.V. 

cascades, as a  voltage breakdown at the load would completely overstress the smaller  capacitors within 

the column. Therefore, equal capacitance values are  usually provided, and with C = C1= C2 = C3. . .Cn, 

Let a charge q be transferred to the load per cycle, which is obviously  q = I x T. This charge comes 

from the smoothing column, the series  connection of C1 . . . Cn. If no charge would be transferred during 

T from  this stack via D'1. . .D'n to the oscillating column. However, just before  the time instant t2 every 

diode D'1 . . . D'n transfers the same charge q,  and each of these charges discharges all capacitors on the 

smoothing  column between the relevant node and ground potential, the ripple will  be: 

I 
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To calculate the total voltage drop Vo, we will first consider the  stage n. Although the capacitor C'n 

at time t1 will be charged up to the full  voltage Vmax, if ideal rectifiers and no voltage drop within the a.c.-

source  are assumed, 

I 

 

 
For a given number of stages, this maximum voltage or also the mean  value Vo = Vomax - V will 

decrease linearly with the load current I at  constant 

Where Vo max  2nVmax  Vo 
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Lecture  No. 7  

Single-Phase Full-Wave Rectifiers 

There are two types of single-phase full-wave rectifier, namely,  full-wave rectifiers with center-tapped 

transformer and bridge rectifiers. 

 

I. full-wave rectifier with a center-tapped transformer: 

It is clear that each diode, together with the associated half of the  transformer, acts as a half-wave rectifier. The 

outputs of the two half-  wave rectifiers are combining to produce full-wave rectification in the  load. 
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→It is clear that the peak inverse voltage (PIV) of the diodes is equal to  2Vm during their blocking state. 

Hence, the Peak Repetitive Reverse  Voltage (VRRM) rating of the diodes must be chose to be higher 

than  2Vm to avoid reverse breakdown. 

→During its conducting state, each diode has a forward current that is 

equal to the load current and, therefore, the Peak Repetitive Forward  Current (IFRM) rating of these 

diodes must be chosen to be higher than  the peak load current Vm=R in practice. 

 

Bridge rectifier: It can provide full-wave rectification without using a  center-tapped transformer. During 

the positive half cycle of the  transformer secondary voltage, the current flows to the load through  diodes 

D1 and D2. During the negative half cycle, D3 and D4 conduct. 
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→As with the full-wave rectifier with center-tapped transformer, the Peak  Repetitive Forward Current 

(IFRM) rating of the employed diodes must  be chosen to be higher than the peak load current Vm= Im 

R 

→ However, the peak inverse voltage (PIV) of the diodes is reduced from  2Vm to Vm during their 

blocking state. 

In the case of a full-wave rectifier, vL(t)=Vm |sinωt| for both the positive  and negative half-cycles. Hence; 

Therefore; 

The root-mean-square (rms) value of load voltage vL is VL, which is  defined as: 

Hence, the equation can be rewritten as: 

OR 

Therefore; the average and the rms value load current is: 

The rectification ratio is: 
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The FF can be found by: 

The ripple factor (RF), which is a measure of the ripple content, is  defined as: 
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Lecture  No. 8  

Three-Phase Diode Rectifiers 

There are two types of three-phase diode rectifier, star rectifiers and  bridge rectifiers. 
 

Three-Phase Star Rectifiers 

A basic three-phase star rectifier circuit is shown in Figure below. This  circuit can be considered as three single-phase 

half-wave rectifiers  combined together. Therefore, it sometimes referred to as a three-phase  half-wave rectifier. The 

diode in a particular phase conducts during the  period when the voltage on that phase is higher than that on the other two  

phases. 
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→ It is clear that, unlike the single-phase rectifier circuit, the conduction  angle of each diode is 2π=3, 

instead of π. 
 

→Taking phase R as an example, diode D conducts from π=6 to 5π=6. 

Therefore, the average value of the output can be found as: 

Or, 

Similarly, the rms value of the output voltage can be found as: 
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Or, 

The rms current in each transformer secondary winding can also be found  as: 

→It is clear that the peak inverse voltage (PIV) of the diodes is equal to  1.73Vm during their blocking 

state. Hence, the Peak Repetitive  Reverse Voltage (VRRM) rating of the diodes must be chose to be  

higher than 1.73Vm to avoid reverse breakdown. 

→During its conducting state, each diode has a forward current that is 

equal to the load current and, therefore, the Peak Repetitive Forward  Current (IFRM) rating of these 

diodes must be chosen to be higher than 

the peak load current Im= VmR in practice. 

→ Form factor of diode current Is / Idc= 1.76 
 

→ The rectification ratio is: 

Pdc     
VdcIdc 

PL VLIL 

Rectification ratio = 0.968 
 

→ Form factor of three-phase half-wave rectifier 

0.827Vm 

 1.0165 FF  
0.84Vm 
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→ Ripple factor of three-phase half-wave rectifier 

= 0.182 
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Lecture  No. 9  

Three-Phase Bridge Rectifiers 

Three-phase bridge rectifiers are commonly used for high power  applications because they have the 

highest possible transformer  utilization factor for a three-phase system. 
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The diodes are numbered in the order of conduction sequences and the  conduction angle of each diode 

is 2π=3. The conduction sequence for  diodes is 12, 23, 34, 45, 56, and 61. The line voltage is 1.73 times 

the  phase voltage of a three-phase star-connected source. 

 

The average values of the output can be found as: 

Or, 

Similarly, the rms value of the output voltage can be found as: 

Or, 

The rms current in each transformer secondary winding can also be found  as: 

The rms current through a diode is: 

Where, Im = 1.73 Vm/R. 
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→ The dc output voltage is slightly lower than the peak line voltage or 

2.34 times the rms phase voltage. 

→ The Peak Repetitive Reverse Voltage (VRRM) rating of the employed  diodes is 1.05 times the dc 

output voltage. 

→ The Peak Repetitive Forward Current (IFRM) rating of the employed  diodes is 0.579 times the dc 

output current. 

 

Example 3.4 

A three-phase rectifier has a purely resistive load of R. Determine 
a. The efficiency 

b. The form factor 

c. The ripple factor 

e. The peak inverse voltage of each diode and 

f. The peak current through a diode. 

The rectifier delivers I = 60 A at an output voltage of Vdc = 280.7V  and the source frequency is 60 

Hz. 

Solution 

a. Efficiency, PL 

  
Pdc 

Now: Pdc = Vdc  Idc  PL = 
VL  IL Since: 

 

 

Idc  
Vdc  

1.654Vm 

R R 
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m 

99.85% 

1.655V 2 R 

IL  
VL  

1.655Vm 

R R 
 

  
1.65Vm 2 R 

 
b. Form factor: 

1.654Vm 
FF  

1.655Vm  1.0008 
c. Ripple factor: 

= 4% 

e. Vm = peak line to neutral voltage  But Vdc = 

1.654Vm = 280.7 V 

 Vm  
280.7 

 169.7V 
1.654 

PIV = peak inverse value of secondary line to line voltage 

= 169.73 = 293.9 Volt 
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W.1 The single-phase full wave rectifier has a purely resistive load of  R, determine: 
a)The efficiency, 

b) The ripple factor RF, 

c)The peak inverse voltage PIV of diode  NOTE: Drive any formula that used 

in solution 

 
W.2 The single-phase half wave rectifier has R-L load with R= 5  and L= 6.5mH. The input voltage 

Vs=220V at 50Hz, determine: 
a) The average diode current 
b) The rms diode current 

c) The rms output current 

d) The average output current 

NOTE: Drive any formula that used in solution 

 
 

H.W3 The single-phase full wave rectifier has a purely resistive load of  R, and IL =10A and average 
power = 100Watt, determine: 

-The efficiency, 

-The form factor and ripple factor, 

-The peak inverse voltage PIV of diode,  NOTE: Drive any formula that used 

in solution 
 

H.W4 The diode in the single-phase half wave rectifier has a reverse  recovery time of trr = 150sec and 

the source voltage Vs = 200V at  frequency = 5 kHz. Calculate the average output voltage. 

 

H.W5: Design the single phase half wave rectifier supply the HeNe laser  tube. The voltage across tube is 

1.8kV and the current pass through tube  is 10mA. The designer has two diodes with PIV=1.5kV and 

saturation  current are Is1=100 and Is2= respectively. 
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1 Power electronics 

Lecture  No. 1  

INTRODUCTION TO POWER ELECTRONICS 

Definition 

• Power electronics refers to control and conversion of electrical power  by power semiconductor devices wherein these devices operate 

as  switches. 

• Advent of silicon-controlled rectifiers, abbreviated as SCRs, led to the  development of a new area of application called the power 

electronics. 
• Prior to the introduction of SCRs, mercury-arc rectifiers were used for 

controlling electrical power, but such rectifier circuits were part of  industrial electronics and the scope for applications of mercury-arc  

rectifiers was limited. 

• Once the SCRs were available, the application area spread too many  fields such as drives, power supplies, aviation electronics & high  

frequency inverters. 

 
 

Main Task of Power Electronics 

• Power electronics has applications that span the whole field of electrical  power systems, with the power range of these applications 

extending  from a few VA/Watts to several MVA / MW. 

• The main task of power electronics is to control and convert electrical  power from one form to another. 
• The four main forms of conversion are: 

→ Rectification referring to conversion of AC voltage to DC voltage, 

→ DC-to-AC conversion, 

→ DC-to DC conversion, 

→ AC-to-AC conversion 

 

• "Electronic power converter" is the term that is used to refer to a power  electronic circuit that converts voltage and current from one 

form to  another. 
These converters can be classified as: 

→ Rectifier converting an ac voltage to a dc voltage, 

→ Inverter converting a dc voltage to an ac voltage, 

→ Chopper or a switch-mode power supply that converts a dc voltage to  another dc voltage, and 

→ Cycloconverter converts an ac voltage to another ac voltage. 
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Rectification 

• Rectifiers can be classified as uncontrolled and controlled rectifiers,  and the controlled rectifiers can be further divided into semi-controlled  and fully 

controlled rectifiers. 

 

• Uncontrolled rectifier circuits are built with diodes, and fully controlled  rectifier circuits are built with SCRs. Both diodes and SCRs are used in  semi-

controlled rectifier circuits. 

 

• There are several rectifier configurations. The popular rectifier  configurations are listed below. 

→ Single-phase half wave rectifier, 

→ Single-phase full wave rectifier, 

→ Single-phase half wave controlled rectifier, 

→ Single-phase semi-controlled full wave rectifier, 

→ Single-phase fully controlled full wave rectifier, 

→ Three-phase half wave rectifier, 

→ Three-phase bridge rectifier, 

→ Three-phase half wave controlled rectifier, 

→ Three-phase semi-controlled bridge rectifier 

→ Three-phase fully controlled bridge rectifier 

 

•Power rating of a single-phase rectifier tends to be lower than 10 kW.  Three-phase bridge rectifiers are used for delivering higher power output,  up to 500 

kW at 500 V dc or even more. 

• There are many applications for rectifiers. Some of them are: 

→ Variable speed dc drives, 

→ Battery chargers, 

→ DC power supplies and Power supply for a specific application like  electroplating 

 

DC-to-AC Conversion 

• The converter that changes a dc voltage to an alternating voltage is  called an inverter. 

• Earlier inverters were built with SCRs. 

• Since the circuitry required turning the SCR off tends to be complex,  other power semiconductor devices such as bipolar junction transistors,  power 

MOSFETs, insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBT) and MOS-  controlled thyristors (MCTs) are used nowadays. 

 

• Some of the applications of an inverter are listed below: 

→ Emergency lighting systems, 

→ AC variable speed drives, 
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→ Uninterrupted power supplies, 

→ Frequency converters 

 

DC-to-DC Conversion 

• A SCR, power BJT or a power MOSFET is normally used in such a  converter and this converter is called a switch-

mode power supply. 

• A switch-mode power supply can be of one of the types listed below: 

→ Step-down switch-mode power supply, 

→ Step-up switch-mode power supply, 

→ Fly-back converter, 

→ Resonant converter 

• The typical applications for a switch-mode power supply or a chopper  are: 
→ DC drive 

→ Battery charger 

→ DC power supply 

 

AC-to-AC Conversion 

•A cycloconverter converts an ac voltage, such as the mains supply, to  another ac voltage. 

• The amplitude and the frequency of input voltage to a cycloconverter  tend to be fixed values, whereas both the 

amplitude and the frequency  of output voltage of a cycloconverter tend to be variable. 

• A typical application of a cycloconverter is to use it for controlling the  speed of AC traction motor and most of these 

cycloconverters have a  high power output, of the order a few megawatts and SCRs are used in these circuits. 
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Power electronic devices (part I) 

1. The power diode 
 

Diode Approximations 

i. The Ideal Model 

• Think it as switch 
• When forward biased, act as a closed (ON) switch 

• When reverse biased, act as open (off) switch 

VF 

IF 

VR 

IR 

Ideal Characteristic curve (blue) for Ideal model 
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• This model neglects the effect of the barrier potential, the internal  resistance, and other parameters. 
 

ii. The Barrier Potential Model 

• The forward biased diode is represented as a closed switch in series with  a small ‘battery’ equal to the 

barrier potential VB (0.7 V for Si and 0.3  V for Ge) 

• The positive end of the equivalent battery is toward the anode. 

• This barrier potential cannot be measured by using a multimeter, but it  has the effect of a battery when 

forward bias is applied. 

• The reverse biased diode is represented by an open switch, because  barrier potential does not affect 

reverse bias. 

The Complete Diode Model 

•More accurate 

•The forward biased diode model with both the barrier potential and low forward  (bulk) resistance ( r’d ) 
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(c) : Characteristic curve (silicon) 

Diode Characteristics 

• A power diode is a two terminal pn – junction device. 

• The magnitude of this voltage drop depends on: 

a) on the manufacturing process 
b) junction temperature 

 

• When the cathode potential is positive with respect to the anode: 

 The diode is said to be reverse biased 

 A small reverse current (also known as leakage current) in the range of  micro or miliampere, flows 

through it. 

 It increases slowly in magnitude with the reverse voltage until the  avalanche or zener voltage is reached. 

 

• The v – I characteristics shown above can be expressed by an equation  known as ‘Schockley diode 

equation’ and it is given under dc steady  state operation by: 

 

• Where: 

ID = Current through the diode, A 

VD = Diode voltage (forward voltage) 

IS = Leakage current (or reverse saturation).  n = emission coefficient 

VT = Thermal Voltage 
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q = electron charge : 1.6022 x 10-19 C  T = absolute temperature in 

Klevin 

k = Boltzman’s constant : 1.3806 x 10-23 J / K 
 

• The diode characteristics can be divided into three region: 

1. Forward – biased region, where VD > 0 

2. Reverse – biased region, where VD < 0 

3. Breakdown region, where VD < -VBR 
 

Forward – biased region 

• VD > 0 

• Diode current ID very small if VD is less than a specific value VT  (0.7V) 

• Diode conducts fully if VD is higher than this value VT, which is  referred to as the threshold voltage or 
the turn-on voltage 

• The threshold voltage is a voltage at which the diode conducts fully. 

 

Reverse – biased region 

• VD < 0 

• If VD is negative and |VD| >> VT, which occurs for VD < -0.1, the  exponential term in Schockley 

equation becomes negligibly small  compared to unity and the diode current ID becomes: 

Breakdown region 

• Reverse voltage is high. 

• Magnitude of reverse voltage exceeds a specified voltage known as the  breakdown voltage, VBR 
• IR increases rapidly with a small change in reverse voltage beyond 

VBR. 

• The operation in this region will not be destructive provided that the  power dissipation is within a ‘safe level’ that 

is specified in the  manufacture’s data sheet. 

• But it has to limit IR in order to limit the power dissipation within a  permissible value 

Home work : 

The forward voltage drop of a power diode is VD = 1.2 V at ID = 300 

A. Assuming that n = 2 and VT = 25.7 mV, find the reverse saturation  current IS. 


